Moving kNN query processing in metric space based on influential sets
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HIGHLIGHTS

• Introduce the concept of the influential object in metric space.
• Use it to formulate the influential neighbor set in metric space.
• Extend the theorems previously used to the metric space.
• Propose an algorithm for moving kNN query processing in spatial networks.
• Analyze the complexity of the newly proposed algorithm.
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ABSTRACT

The moving k nearest neighbor query computes one’s k nearest neighbor set and maintains it while at move. This query is gaining importance due to the prevalent use of smart mobile devices and location-based services. Safe region is a popular technique for processing the query. It is a region where the movement of the query object does not cause the query answer to change. Processing a moving k nearest neighbor query is a continuing process of validating the safe region and recomputing it if invalidated. The size of the safe region largely decides the recomputation frequency and hence query efficiency. Existing algorithms lack efficiency due to either computing too small safe regions frequently or computing larger but expensive safe regions. We propose to replace safe regions in metric space (e.g., Euclidean space and spatial networks) with safeguarding objects which have low cost to compute. We prove that, the k nearest neighbors stay valid as long as they are closer to the query object than the safeguarding objects are. We hence avoid the high cost of safe region recomputation. We also prove that, the region defined by the safeguarding objects is the largest possible safe region. Thus, the recomputation frequency of the proposed method is also minimized. We conduct extensive experiments comparing the proposed method with the state-of-the-art methods on both real and synthetic data. The results confirm the superiority of the proposed method.

© 2019 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Ongoing efforts have been made to improve the user experience of mobile location-based services (LBS) through improving moving query processing efficiency. We revisit a major type of moving queries, the moving k nearest neighbor (MkNN) query [1–4], in metric space. Given a moving query object and a set of static data objects, the MkNN query reports the k nearest neighbors of the query object (computed with metric distance) continuously while it is moving. MkNN has many applications, such as in vehicle navigation, computer gaming, and safety engineering. For example, a Uber driver can use a MkNN query to track customers continuously while driving around. A computer game player can use an MkNN query to track nearest players whom can be attached. An underground miner can use an MkNN query to track nearest exits while working underground.

Computing the kNN of a static query object has been studied extensively (e.g., [5,6]). However, existing techniques for static kNN queries is not directly applicable for MkNN queries. This is because, if a static kNN query algorithm were used, keeping the kNN set up-to-date when the query object is moving requires constant kNN recomputation, which is too expensive.

Recent studies on the MkNN query have adapted the safe region based approach [2,7,8]. The idea is that objects at nearby positions often share the same kNN set; these nearby positions together form a region where all points have the same kNN set. Inside such a region, an object is “safe” to move without causing its kNN set to change. Thus, such a region is called a...
safe region. Using the safe region significantly reduces the M$k$NN query processing cost because the $k$NN set only needs to be recomputed when the query object moves out of the safe region. However, the safe region also brings in some overhead: (i) construction overhead: the safe region needs to be recomputed every time the $k$NN set is recomputed; (ii) validation overhead: whether the query object is still inside the current safe region needs to be checked every time the query location updates.

Existing methods either fall short in construction overhead or validation overhead. Earlier studies [7–9] use Voronoi cells as safe regions and have high construction overhead. A more recent study [2] uses relaxed safe regions to reduce construction overhead, but it suffers in frequent safe region recomputation and high validation overhead.

A Voronoi cell based safe region for $k$ nearest neighbors is an order-$k$ Voronoi cell [7]. Fig. 1(a) illustrates order-1 Voronoi cells on a set of objects $O = \{p_1, \ldots, p_{11}\}$, where the dashed lines denote the cell edges. Every order-1 Voronoi cell corresponds to an object inside, e.g., the top left cell corresponds to $p_3$. A query object inside an order-1 Voronoi cell (e.g., the cell of $p_3$) has the corresponding object ($p_3$) as its nearest neighbor. Fig. 1(a) also shows an order-2 Voronoi cell, as denoted by the cross-lined region. This cell corresponds to two objects $p_4$ and $p_7$. A query object inside this cell has $\{p_4, p_7\}$ as its 2NN set. This order-2 Voronoi cell can be computed from two order-1 Voronoi diagrams as shown in Fig. 1(b) and (c). These two order-1 Voronoi diagrams are computed without $p_4$ and $p_7$, respectively. The overlapping region of the Voronoi cells of $p_4$ and $p_7$ in these two Voronoi diagrams is the order-2 Voronoi cell of $\{p_4, p_7\}$. When $k$ is a larger number, computing order-$k$ Voronoi cells at query time becomes infeasible due to the high time complexity. Precomputing order-$k$ Voronoi cells [8,9] is also unpractical due to the increase in the number of order-$k$ Voronoi cells as $k$ increases. Moreover, precomputing order-$k$ Voronoi cells loses the flexibility of setting $k$ at query time.

The state-of-the-art MkNN algorithm, $V^*$-Diagram [2], avoids computing exact order-$k$ Voronoi cells to reduce the construction overhead. It uses a safe region combined from the safe region w.r.t. a data object and the fixed-rank region, which are simpler to compute but are also less tight than the order-$k$ Voronoi cells. Thus, it has to recompute the safe regions more frequently with higher validation overhead.

We propose a novel query processing approach that validates $k$NN sets as tight as order-$k$ Voronoi cells, but does not have to compute exact order-$k$ Voronoi cells (or any safe region at all). We use safe guarding objects instead of safe regions. Intuitively, since the query object moves continuously, when the $k$NN set changes, some data objects near the current $k$NN objects must become the new $k$NNs. We call this type of data objects (i.e., data objects near the current $k$NN objects) the safe guarding objects. As long as no safe guarding object becomes a $k$NN object, the current $k$NN set stays valid and hence does not need recomputation. Conceptually, the safe guarding objects define a safe region as large as the order-$k$ Voronoi cell. They guarantee minimum $k$NN set recomputation and communication between the query user and the query processor. For efficient computation we identify a special set of safe guarding objects — the influential neighbor set. This set guarantees the validity of the $k$NN set. Meanwhile, it can be computed and validated in time linear to $k$. Therefore, it can reduce both the construction and validation overheads together. Further, this set does not require precomputation, and hence allows setting $k$ at query time.

We make the following contributions:

- We analyze existing Voronoi cell based techniques for MkNN queries and identify possible optimizations.
- Based on the analysis, we propose the influential set, a novel concept that uses safe guarding objects instead of safe regions, to validate $k$NN sets in metric space.
- We propose the influential neighbor set, which is a special type of influential set that can be retrieved and validated efficiently.
- We propose two algorithms to process the MkNN query using influential neighbor sets in the Euclidean space and spatial networks, respectively. Our algorithms have the following advantages:
  - **Efficient $k$NN set validation.** We only compare the $k$NN set with a small influential neighbor set for $k$NN validation, which is simple and efficient.
  - **Efficient influential neighbor set computation.** We recompute the influential neighbor set when it becomes invalid, which is much cheaper than computing the order-$k$ Voronoi cells (detailed in Section 6).
  - **Data update support.** Our algorithms support data object updates on-the-fly including insertion and deletion of data objects.

We perform cost analysis and extensive experiments. The results confirm the superiority of our algorithms over the state-of-the-art algorithms.

This paper is an extended version of our previous paper [10]. In the previous paper, we studied the MkNN query in the Euclidean setting. We introduced the basic concepts of influential set and influential neighbor set, formulated an algorithm to process the MkNN query based on these concepts, and gave a complexity analysis on the algorithm. In this paper, we generalize the concepts to the metric space, i.e., a space where a metric distance
is used as the distance measure, which satisfies non-negativity, identity of indiscernibles, symmetry, and triangular inequality. By supporting metric space, our method can apply to a larger variety of applications. For example, in a video game, M

Lemma 1. Given a set of data objects \( O \) and a size-k subset \( O_{knn} \subseteq O \), the order-k Voronoi cell of \( O_{knn} \) is [7]:

\[
V^k(\text{knn}) = \bigcap_{p_i \in O_{\text{knn}}} V_i(O_{\text{knn}} \cup \{p_i\})(p_i).
\]

Fig. 1 illustrates the computation of the order-2 Voronoi cell of \( O_{knn} = \{p_4, p_7\} \). We first compute two order-1 Voronoi cells, one for \( p_4 \) (with \( O_{O_{knn}} \cup \{p_4\} = O \{p_4\} \)) and the other for \( p_7 \) (with \( O_{O_{knn}} \cup \{p_7\} = O \{p_7\} \)), as shown in Fig. 1(b) and (c), respectively. The intersection of the two Voronoi cells is the order-2 Voronoi cell \( V^2(p_4, p_7) \).

In a spatial network, a Voronoi cell is formed by a set of network edge segments. The properties of Voronoi diagram described in Lemma 1 still hold. We consider a planar undirected (connected) graph \( G = (V, E) \) to represent a spatial network, where \( V = \{v_1, v_2, \ldots, v_m\} \) represents the vertices and \( E = \{e_1, e_2, \ldots, e_l\} \) represents the edges. Without loss of generality, we assume that the data objects \( O = \{p_1, p_2, \ldots, p_n\} \) are all at the vertices (otherwise we can add them to the set of vertices). We use \( d(o, p_i) \) to denote the shortest network distance from a point \( o \) on the graph (either at a vertex or on an edge) to a data object \( p_i \in O \).

Fig. 2 shows an order-2 Voronoi diagram in a spatial network with 9 data objects \( O = \{p_1, p_2, \ldots, p_9\} \). We denote the vertices with data objects by solid dots and the rest of the vertices by hollow dots, respectively. We denote the edge segments belonging to the same order-2 Voronoi cell by the same line type. For example, the three dashed edge segments connected to \( p_3 \) belong to \( V^2(p_1, p_3) \), as labeled by the pair \((1, 3)\). Note that the edge segments of the same order-k (\( k > 1 \)) Voronoi cell do not have continuously (see Condition (iv) in Section 2.3 for a detailed definition of continuous movement).

A Euclidean space or a spatial network are both metric spaces. In the following discussion, we use Euclidean spaces and spatial networks to help the illustration, although the methods discussed apply to any metric space that satisfies a few simple conditions (detailed in Section 3). In such a space, the MkNN query is defined as follows.

**Definition 1** (MkNN). Given a moving query object \( q \), a set of \( n \) static data objects \( O = \{p_1, p_2, \ldots, p_n\} \), and a query parameter \( k \leq n \), at every timestamp, the moving \( k \) nearest neighbor \( (\text{MkNN}) \) query returns a size-k subset \( O_{\text{knn}} \subseteq O \) such that:

\[
\forall p_i \in O_{\text{knn}}, p_j \in O, d(p_i, q) \leq d(p_j, q).
\]

**2.2 Voronoi diagram**

**Definition 2** (Order-k Voronoi Diagram). The order-k Voronoi diagram [7] of a set of data objects \( O \), is a subdivision of the space into order-k Voronoi cells, where each order-k Voronoi cell, denoted by \( V^k(\text{knn}) \), corresponds to a subset \( O_{knn} \) of \( k \) data objects in \( O \). For \( q \) at any point within \( V^k(\text{knn}) \), \( O_{knn} \) is the kNN set of \( q \), i.e.,

\[
\forall p_i \in O_{knn}, p_j \in O, d(p_i, q) \leq d(p_j, q).
\]

Table 1: Frequently used symbols.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( k )</td>
<td>The number of queried nearest neighbors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \rho )</td>
<td>The prefetch ratio. ((\rho \geq 1))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( q )</td>
<td>The query object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( O )</td>
<td>The set of data objects.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( d(p_i, p_j) )</td>
<td>The distance between objects ( p_i ) and ( p_j ).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( b(p_i, p_j) )</td>
<td>The bisector between objects ( p_i ) and ( p_j ).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{MS}(O_{knn}) )</td>
<td>The k nearest neighbors of ( q ).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( l(O_{knn}) )</td>
<td>The minimal influential set of a set ( O_{knn} ).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( N_k(p_i) )</td>
<td>The Voronoi neighbor set of ( p_i ) in the Voronoi diagram with respect to object set ( O ).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( V_k(p_i) )</td>
<td>The Voronoi cell of ( p_i ) in the Voronoi diagram with respect to object set ( O ).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( V^k(O_{knn}) )</td>
<td>The order-k Voronoi cell of object set ( O_{knn} ) in the Voronoi diagram with respect to object set ( O ).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( A \prec B )</td>
<td>Every object in set ( A ) is nearer to ( q ) than any object in set ( B ).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( A \sim B )</td>
<td>Data object ( p ) is an influential object of set ( B ).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( A \sim p )</td>
<td>Set ( A ) is an influential set of element ( p ).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**2. Preliminaries**

**2.1 Problem definition**

We first present a query definition and some basic concepts. Frequently used symbols are summarized in Table 1.

We consider a metric space where a metric distance \( d(\cdot, \cdot) \) is used as the distance measure, and a query object \( q \) can move continuously in the space, i.e., as \( q \) moves from a point \( v \) to another point \( v' \), the distance between \( q \) and the two points change...
to be connected with each other, e.g., $V^2(p_1, p_4)$ consists of two separated solid edge segments at the top-left corner of the Fig.

Discussion. By definition, the order-$k$ Voronoi cell of $O_{nn}$ gives the largest possible safe region for $O_{nn}$. The $k$NN set of a query object is $O_{nn}$ if and only if the query object stays in the order-$k$ Voronoi cell of $O_{nn}$. Ideally, the $k$NN query can be processed by precomputing the order-$k$ Voronoi diagram, where the $k$NN sets are reported as the query object moves into different order-$k$ Voronoi cells. However, as Lemma 1 suggests, computing an order-$k$ Voronoi cell requires computing lower order Voronoi diagrams. However, as Lemma 1 suggests, computing an order-$k$ Voronoi cell requires computing lower order Voronoi diagrams.

2.3. Generalizing the Voronoi diagram

We proceed to generalize the Voronoi diagram to metric space. Given a non-empty space $V$ and a set of data objects $O = \{p_1, \ldots, p_n\}$ in the space, we consider an assignment $\delta$ which maps a point $v \in V$ to elements of $O$:

$$\delta(v, p_i) = \begin{cases} 1 & \text{if } v \text{ is assigned to } p_i \text{ in } O, \\ 0 & \text{otherwise}. \end{cases} \quad (3)$$

We denote the set of points assigned to $p_i$ as $V_0(p_i)$:

$$V_0(p_i) = \{v \mid \delta(v, p_i) = 1, \ v \in V\}. \quad (4)$$

Further, we denote the set of points assigned to both $p_i$ and $p_j$ as $b(p_i, p_j)$:

$$b(p_i, p_j) = V_0(p_i) \cap V_0(p_j), \ i \neq j. \quad (5)$$

Okabe et al. [7] identified the following three conditions on the assignment $\delta$ to guarantee the existence of a generalized Voronoi diagram in the metric space $V$:

- **Condition 1.** Every point $v \in V$ is assigned to at least one element of $O$:
  $$\sum_{i=1}^{n} \delta(v, p_i) \geq 1, \ v \in V. \quad (6)$$

- **Condition 2.** There exists at least two sets $V_0(p_i)$ and $V_0(p_j)$ which have positive Lebesgue measure, e.g., the areas of $V_0(p_i)$ and $V_0(p_j)$ in a 2D space, or the volumes of $V_0(p_i)$ and $V_0(p_j)$ in a 3D space, are non-zero.

- **Condition 3.** If $b(p_i, p_j)$ is not empty, $b(p_i, p_j)$ should coincide with the intersection of the boundaries of $V_0(p_i)$ and $V_0(p_j)$:
  $$b(p_i, p_j) = \partial V_0(p_i) \cap \partial V_0(p_j), \ i \neq j. \quad (7)$$

Here, $\partial V_0(p_i)$ denotes the boundary of $V_0(p_i)$.

Condition 3 implies that $V_0(p_i)$ and $V_0(p_j)$ are mutually exclusive except for their boundaries. This condition guarantees that $V_0(p_1), \ldots, V_0(p_n)$ are collectively exhaustive.

An assignment that satisfies these three conditions will generate a set of point sets $V_0(p_1), \ldots, V_0(p_n)$ that are collectively exhaustive and mutually exclusive except for their boundaries. These point sets form a tessellation of $V$, which is called the generalized Voronoi diagram generated by the set $O$ with an assignment $\delta$ in $V$; these point sets themselves are called the generalized Voronoi cells [7].

Our focus is on the nearest neighbors, and hence we use the distance function to form an assignment $\delta$:

$$\delta(v, p_i) = \begin{cases} 1 & d(v, p_i) \leq d(v, p_j), \ \forall i, j \in \{1, \ldots, n\}, \\ 0 & \text{otherwise}. \end{cases} \quad (8)$$

Here, $d(v, p_i)$ denotes the distance between a point $v$ and an object $p_i$. It is defined based on some distance metric in the space $V$. We require the distance between a point and an object to satisfy the following four axioms: given an object $p_i \in O$ and points $v, v' \in V$,

- $d(v, p_i) = 0 \iff v = p_i;
- d(v, p_i) \leq d(v', p_i) + d(v', v);\n- d(v, p_i) = d(p_i, v);
- v \neq p_i \implies d(v, p_i) > 0.$

For continuous queries we need the following condition to guarantee the continuity of the object movement:

- **Condition 4.** For a query point moving continuously from point $v$ to $v'$ in $V$, the distance from the query point to any object $p_i \in O$ changes continuously, i.e.,

$$\lim_{d(v, v') \to 0} d(v, p_i) - d(v', p_i) = 0, \ \forall v, v' \in V, \ \forall p_i \in O. \quad (9)$$

The Voronoi diagram discussed in Section 3 is a special case of the generalized Voronoi diagram in the Euclidean space where $d()$ is the Euclidean distance function. It satisfies all four conditions above straightforwardly.

There are many other problems that can also be formalized as generalized Voronoi diagrams [7], and hence our $k$NN algorithm may apply. Note that we do not need the problem to be in a metric space. We only need that, for supporting Condition 4, the distance between a point and an object is a metric distance. We call a space generalized metric space if the distance between any point to any object is a metric distance, so that the generalized Voronoi diagrams can be defined such spaces. A metric space is a generalized metric space, but the opposite is not true. The difference is that, in a generalized metric space, the distances between two arbitrary points may not have been defined. By supporting generalized metric spaces, our method applies in more scenarios, e.g., weighted Euclidean space as illustrated in Fig. 3(b).

Fig. 3 shows two examples. In Fig. 3(a), a few obstacles (denoted by the gray regions) are added to the space. The distance function is defined as the length of the shortest path between two points bypassing the obstacles. Then, the regions separated by the gray line segments show a tessellation on the space for the set of objects $\{p_1, p_2, \ldots, p_5\}$. We call this kind of spaces obstructed spaces. In an obstructed space, a static $k$NN query is processed as follows. We first compute a visibility network. All objects and obstacle vertices are used as vertices of the visibility network. We add an edge between an object and an obstacle vertex if there is no other obstacles lying in between (i.e., being “visible”). When a query comes, we connect it to the visibility network by adding the query point into the network as a vertex and connecting it...
weighted distance between a query and an object is defined as the set of its attributed keywords (e.g., cuisine served by the restaurant), and each dot is associated with a weight. Here, the weight of an object can be computed as the similarity between the set of its attributed keywords (e.g., cuisine served by the restaurant) and the queried keyword. Then, the weighted distance between a query and an object is defined as the Euclidean distance divided by the weight of the data object.

Formally, given an object $p_i$ with weight $w_i$, the weighted distance from a point $v$ to $p_i$ is defined as $d(v, p_i)/w_i$. Note that the weighted distance between two points or two objects do not need to be defined. This is because we do not require the weighted space to be a metric space. We only need that, when a query point $v$ moving towards an object $p_i$ (Condition 4), the distance between them can be computed. Here, the weighted Euclidean space satisfies our generalized metric space requirement.

A static $k$NN query in a weighted Euclidean space can be processed in a way similar to that in the Euclidean space, except that the weighted distance is considered instead of the Euclidean distance. See Section 5.4 for a detailed discussion on weighted distance.

### 2.4. V*-Diagram

V*-Diagram is the state-of-the-art solution for MkNN queries in both Euclidean spaces and spatial networks [2,12]. We briefly describe the algorithm below and will use it as the baseline algorithm in the experiments. V*-Diagram avoids the high cost of order-$k$ Voronoi cell computation by using an Integrated Safe Region (ISR). The ISR is the intersection of two types of regions: (i) the safe region w.r.t. the $k$th NN, and (ii) the fixed-rank region of the $k + x$ NNs, where $x$ is the number of auxiliary data objects maintained to reduce safe region recomputation.

**V*-Diagram in Euclidean space.** We use Fig. 4(a) to illustrate V*-Diagram, where $k = 2$ and $x = 2$. Let $q_i$ be the current position of the query object $q$. The algorithm starts with computing the query object’s $(k + x)$ nearest data objects, which are $p_1$, $p_2$, $p_3$, $p_6$ in the figure. Let $z$ be the current $(k + x)\text{th}$ nearest data object ($p_6$). The goal is to find the locations where $q$ can move to from $q_i$ without causing the $k$NN set to change. These locations together form the safe region. First, a known region is computed as a disk centered at $q_i$ with the radius $d(q_i, z)$, which is denoted by the solid line circle. This region encloses the $(k + x)$ nearest data objects. Next, for each of the $(k + x)$ nearest data objects $p_i$, a safe region is computed to guarantee that $p_i$ is closer to $q$ than any object outside the known region.

**Step 1.** The safe region w.r.t. a data object $p_i$, $\omega(q_i, p_i, d(q_i, z))$, is computed as a region that, when $q$ is at any point $q'$ in the region, $p_i$ is nearer to $q$ than any data object $p_j$ outside the known region. Formally, $\omega(q_i, p_i, d(q_i, z)) = \{q'|d(q', p_i) + d(q_i, q') \leq d(q_i, z)\}$.

Nutanong et al. [2] show that the inequality above defines an ellipse where $q_i$ and $p_i$ are the two focal points and $d(q_i, z)$ is the major axis length. In Fig. 4(a), the vertical-lined region denotes $\omega(q_i, p_i, d(q_i, p_j))$, where $q_i$ and $p_i$ are the two focal points and $q$ moving in this region guarantees that $p_i$ is closer to $q$ than any data object outside the known region. Similarly, the horizontal-lined region is the safe region w.r.t. $p_i$, i.e., $\omega(q_i, p_i, d(q_i, p_j))$.

As long as $q$ is inside the intersection of the safe regions w.r.t. the top $k$ data objects in the known region, i.e., $\bigcap_{i=1}^k \omega(q_i, p_i, d(q_i, p_j))$, it is guaranteed that any data object $p_j$ outside the known region cannot be closer to $q$ than any of those $k$ data objects. Here, $p_j$ denotes the $i$th NN. In Fig. 4(a), the cross-lined region denotes such a region.

**Step 2.** V*-Diagram further computes a region called the fixed-rank region where the order of nearness of the $k + x$ data objects to $q$ does not change, either. Formally, the fixed-rank region of a list $L_{k+x}$ of $k + x$ ranked data objects, $\eta(p^1, p^2, \ldots, p^{k+x})$, is defined as the intersection of the dominant region of $p^i$ and $p^{i+1}$, $H(p^i, p^{i+1})$, where $p^i$ is nearer to $q$ than $p^{i+1}$ ($i \in [1 \ldots k + x - 1]$):

$$\eta(p^1, p^2, \ldots, p^{k+x}) = \bigcap_{i=1}^{k+x-1} H(p^i, p^{i+1}).$$

**Step 3.** The intersection of the safe regions w.r.t. the $k$ data objects and the fixed-rank region is the Integrated Safe Region (ISR), denoted by $\Omega(q, l_{k+x})$. Formally,

$$\Omega(q, l_{k+x}) = \eta(L_{k+x}) \cap \bigcap_{i=1}^k \omega(q_i, p_i, d(q_i, z)),$$

where $p_i$ denotes the $i$th nearest data object of $q$. This computation can be simplified as follows [2]:

$$\Omega(q, l_{k+x}) = \eta(L_{k+x}) \cap \omega(q, p^k, d(q, z)).$$

**V*-Diagram in spatial networks.** In spatial networks, similar concepts apply, although now the distance between two points becomes their shortest path distance and the boundary of a safe region becomes a set of discrete boundary points. Nutanong et al. [12] use a graph breadth-first search starting from the query point to find the safe region.
object location to find the boundary points of the safe regions w.r.t. data objects and the fixed-rank regions.

Discussion. V*-Diagram uses the safe region w.r.t. the kth NN to replace the Voronoi cells, which reduces the safe region computation complexity. However, the safe region obtained is not as large as the order-k Voronoi cell. The safe regions will become invalid more frequently, meaning that the kNN set will be recomputed more frequently, and will bring in unnecessary query processing overhead.

2.5. The VN^3 algorithm

The Voronoi-based Network Nearest Neighbor (VN^3) [13] algorithm is an efficient algorithm for static kNN queries in spatial networks. We adapt it to process MkNN queries in spatial networks. The algorithm works as follows.

Step 1. Indexing the Voronoi diagram. VN^3 first converts the network into an order-1 network Voronoi diagram, where each data object p_i corresponds to a network Voronoi cell. The Voronoi cells are bounded by Minimum Bounding Rectangles (MBR) and indexed by an R*-tree [14].

Step 2. Precomputing the distance between the Voronoi cell boundary points and the data objects. Neighboring Voronoi cells share boundary points. These boundary points can be seen as the “gates” of the cells, since q must pass a boundary point when its NN changes. For efficient on-line NN computation, the distance between a data object and all of its Voronoi cell boundary points, plus the distance between the boundary points themselves, are precomputed.

Fig. 4(b) shows the precomputed Voronoi diagram of O = \{p_1, p_2, \ldots, p_9\}, where edge segments that belong to the same Voronoi cell are denoted by the same line type. The boundary points of the cells are denoted by \{b_1, b_2, b_3, \ldots, b_18\}, e.g., the boundary points of V(p_i) are b_1, b_2, b_3, and b_7. The distance between p_i and these points, d(p_i, b_1), d(p_i, b_2), d(p_i, b_3), and d(p_i, b_7), as well as the distance between these boundary points d(b_1, b_2), d(b_1, b_3), d(b_1, b_7), d(b_2, b_3), and d(b_2, b_7), are precomputed.

It has been proven [13] that the (k + 1)st NN of q must be a neighboring object (i.e., a Voronoi neighbor, defined in Section 3) of at least one of its top kNNs, and that the path from q to its (k + 1)st NN only passes through the Voronoi cells of the top kNNs.

Step 3. Query processing. Once the network Voronoi diagram and the shortest path distances have been computed, a kNN query is processed as follows. As summarized in Algorithm 1, first, the Voronoi cell that contains q is located, which is done by a function called Contain(q) performing a point query on the R*-tree. The data object corresponding to the Voronoi cell is added to the result set Os_{knn} and its Voronoi neighbors are added to a set denoted by N (Line 1). Then, while there are fewer than k objects in Os_{knn}, VN^3 repeatedly adds an object p_i ∈ N that is the nearest to q into Os_{knn}, and adds its Voronoi neighbors to N (Lines 2 to 6). When the loop terminates, Os_{knn} is the result set (Line 7). Note that in the algorithm, the function ShortestDistance(q, p_i) computes the shortest path distance between q and p_i using the precomputed shortest path distances between the Voronoi cell boundary points.

Discussion. Applying VN^3 to process a MkNN query straightforwardly requires re-running the algorithm every time the query object changes its location, which may incur prohibitive cost. In Section 5 we will show how to adapt the algorithm to avoid the high re-running costs.

3. Influential set

Our key idea is to use safe guarding objects to replace safe regions. As long as the query object is closer to the kNNs than to the safe guarding objects, it is guaranteed that the kNNs are valid, and no recomputation is needed. We call a set of safe guarding objects an influential set, for that they are influential in deciding the validity of a kNN set.

Definition 3 (Influential Set, IS). Given a set of data objects O, a query object q and a kNN set Os_{knn} ⊆ O, we call a set S ⊆ O, Os_{knn} an influential set of Os_{knn}, denoted by S ⊙ Os_{knn}, if Os_{knn} stays as the kNN set of q as long as objects in Os_{knn} are closer to q than objects in S are, i.e.,

\[ Os_{knn} = NNN_q(q) \iff Os_{knn} \prec_q S. \]  

(10)

Here, \( NNN_q(q) \) is a function that returns the kNN set of q, and A \( \prec_q B \) denotes that any object in a set A is closer to q than every object in a set B.

![Fig. 4. Examples of V*-Diagram and VN^3.](image-url)
Trivially, there always exists an IS for every KNN set $O_{knn}$, i.e., $O_{knn}$, since by definition the KNN set $O_{knn}$ is closer to q than any object in $O_{knn}$. However, $O_{knn}$ is too large for validation purposes.

We proceed to find a smaller IS. We start by defining the influential object (IO), and prove that every edge of $V^k(O_{knn})$ is contributed by the bisector between an object in $O_{knn}$ and an influential object. Our definition of the influential object is based on the Voronoi diagram. In a metric space, there are four conditions required so that a (generalized) Voronoi diagram exists [7], which is detailed in Section 2.3. Essentially, they require that every point in the space can be uniquely assigned to a nearest object in the space.

**Lemma 2.** Any edge of $V^k(O_{knn})$ is a segment of the bisector between two objects $p_i$ and $p_j$, where:

$$p_i \in O_{knn}, V^{k+1}(O_{knn} \cup \{p_i\}) \setminus V^k(O_{knn}) \neq \emptyset.$$  

We call object $p_j$ an influential object (IO) of $O_{knn}$, denoted by $p_j \in O_{knn}$, if and only if it satisfies the condition above.

**Proof.** By definition, any point $v$ on an edge of $V^k(O_{knn})$ must be on the bisector between some object $p_i \in O_{knn}$ and some object $p_j \notin O_{knn}$. When the query object $q$ is at $v$, $p_i$ and $p_j$ have the same distance to $q$. Meanwhile, $p_i$ and $p_j$ must be nearer to $q$ than objects in $O_{knn} \cup \{p_i\}$, i.e., $p_i$ must not be a KNN object. Similarly, $p_i$ and $p_j$ must be farther to $q$ than objects in $O_{knn} \setminus \{p_i\}$, i.e., otherwise $p_i$ must be a KNN object.

Since $q$ moves continuously, the distance between $q$ and any object changes continuously. Let $q$ move slightly from $v$ to a point $v'$ just outside $V^k(O_{knn})$. Then the distance between $p_i$ and $q_i$ is slightly greater than that between $p_i$ and $q$. If $v$ and $v'$ are close enough, $p_i$ and $p_j$ are still nearer to $q$ than objects in $O_{knn} \cup \{p_i\}$ and farther to $q$ than objects in $O_{knn} \setminus \{p_i\}$. Now $p_i$ has become the $(k+1)$st NN, $p_j$ the $(k-1)$st NN, and $O_{knn} \cup \{p_i\}$ the $k$-th NN. Thus, we have a point $v'$ belonging to $V^{k+1}(O_{knn} \cup \{p_i\})$ but not $V^k(O_{knn})$, which means $V^{k+1}(O_{knn} \cup \{p_i\}) \setminus V^k(O_{knn}) \neq \emptyset$.

**Fig. 5** illustrates the lemma. Fig. 5(a) is an order-3 Voronoi diagram in an Euclidean space, where $k = 2$ and the current 2NN set is $\{p_4, p_3\}$. The gray region in the middle is $V^2(p_3, p_4)$. The influential objects are those whose corresponding order-3 Voronoi cells overlap with $V^2(p_3, p_4)$. We see that $V^2(p_4, p_3, p_7)$, $V^2(p_5, p_3, p_7)$, $V^2(p_4, p_6, p_7)$, $V^2(p_4, p_7, p_8)$, and $V^2(p_4, p_{10}, p_7)$ overlap with $V^2(p_3, p_4)$. Thus, the corresponding data objects $p_3, p_5, p_6, p_7, p_8$, and $p_{10}$ are the influential objects. Each of them contributes at least an edge of $V^2(p_3, p_4)$, e.g., the edges in $V^2(p_3, p_4, p_5)$ is contributed by $b(p_4, p_5)$.

**Fig. 5(b) is an example in a spatial network.** The thick gray line segments denote $V^k(p_5, p_6)$. The order-3 Voronoi cells $V^3(p_4, p_5, p_7)$, $V^3(p_5, p_6, p_7)$, $V^3(p_6, p_7, p_8)$, and $V^3(p_7, p_8, p_9)$ overlap with $V^2(p_3, p_4)$. Thus, the objects $p_4, p_5, p_6, p_7, p_8$, and $p_9$ are the influential objects, which contribute edges of $V^2(p_6, p_7)$, e.g. the boundary point of $V^2(p_5, p_7)$ in $V^2(p_6, p_7, p_8)$ is contributed by $b(p_6, p_8)$ and $b(p_7, p_8)$.

**Fig. 5(c) shows an example in a less common metric space - a weighted Euclidean space.** In this space, every object $p$ is associated with a real value as its weight, denoted by $w$. The distance of two objects $p_i$ and $p_j$, $d(p_i, p_j)$, is defined as their Euclidean distance multiplied by their weights, i.e., $d(p_i, p_j) = \sqrt{(p_i \cdot w - p_j \cdot w \cdot d(p_i, p_j))}$. Its each edge is dashed and labeled with the pair of objects forming the edge, e.g., $(6, 7)$ refers to the edge between $p_6$ and $p_7$. The order-2 weighted Voronoi cells (bounded by the solid lines) $V_2^2([p_3, p_7], V_2^2([p_6, p_7], V_2^2([p_4, p_5], V_2^2([p_7, p_8], V_2^2([p_3, p_7])) overlapped with $V_2^2(p_j)$. Thus, $p_3, p_4, p_5, p_6, p_7, p_8, p_9, p_{11}, p_{12},$ and $p_{13}$ are the influential objects.

We now prove that an object $S$ is an influential set if and only if $S$ contains all the influential objects of $O_{knn}$.

**Theorem 1.** Given a KNN set $O_{knn}$ and a set $S \subseteq O_{knn}$,

$$S \subseteq O_{knn} \iff S \supseteq \bigcup_{p_i \in O_{knn}} \{p_i\}.$$  

We call $\bigcup_{p_i \in O_{knn}} \{p_i\}$ the minimal influential set (MIS) of $O_{knn}$, denoted by MIS($O_{knn}$).

**Proof.** (i) $S \subseteq O_{knn} \implies S \supseteq \text{MIS}(O_{knn})$: We prove by contradiction. Suppose $S \not\supseteq \text{MIS}(O_{knn})$. Then there must be an object $p_i \in \text{MIS}(O_{knn})$ and $p_i \notin S$. According to Lemma 2, $V^{k+1}(O_{knn} \cup \{p_i\}) \setminus V^k(O_{knn})$ is not empty. Let the query object $q$ be in $V^{k+1}(O_{knn} \cup \{p_i\}) \setminus V^k(O_{knn})$. Now $NN_k(q) = O_{knn} \cup \{p_i\}$ but $NN_k(q) \neq O_{knn}$, which means that $O_{knn} \approx S$ but $O_{knn}$ is not the KNN set. Hence $S \subseteq O_{knn}$ does not hold.

(ii) $S \supseteq \text{MIS}(O_{knn}) \implies S \subseteq O_{knn}$: Given $S \supseteq \text{MIS}(O_{knn})$: (a) if $O_{knn} = NN_k(q)$, then by the definition of the KNN query, we have $O_{knn} \approx S$; (b) if $O_{knn} \not\approx S$, since $S \supseteq \text{MIS}(O_{knn})$, Lemma 2 guarantees that the query object $q$ must be enclosed by $V^k(O_{knn})$, and hence $O_{knn} = NN_k(q)$.

**Discussion.** Similar to computing a strict safe region (an order-k Voronoi cell), computing the MIS is an expensive operation. However, by Definition 3 and Theorem 1, a larger IS does not affect the strictness in validating the KNN sets (i.e., it still defines the exact order-k Voronoi cell). This is an important advantage of our IS-based method over safe region based methods as an approximated safe region must be smaller than the order-k Voronoi cell since it should be enclosed by the cell. Therefore, to reduce the computational cost, we can compute instead an IS that is slightly larger than the MIS but with much higher computational efficiency.

Instead of the MIS, various kinds of IS may be used for KNN validation, which may bring a series of new studies on the MKNN query. In next section we propose a kind of IS called the influential neighbor set.

4. **Influential neighbor set**

The influential neighbor set is based on Voronoi neighbors.

**Definition 4 (Voronoi Neighbor).** Given an object set $O$, two objects $p_i, p_j \in O$ are Voronoi neighbors if and only if there exists a point $b$ where $d(b, p_i) = d(b, p_j)$, and there is no other object $p \in O$ satisfying $d(b, p) < d(b, p_i)$ [7]. We denote the set of all Voronoi neighbors of $p$ by $NN_p(p)$.

Intuitively, if two objects are Voronoi neighbors, their order-1 Voronoi cells share an edge. Since order-1 Voronoi diagrams can be precomputed and stored with little overhead [16], Voronoi neighbors can be computed efficiently.

We use Voronoi neighbors to approximate the minimal influential set of a KNN set $O_{knn}$ ($k > 1$). We prove that the union of the Voronoi neighbors of each object in $O_{knn}$ forms a good approximation of MIS($O_{knn}$). For ease of discussion we call this union set the influential neighbor set (INS).

---

1. In Euclidean space, an order-$k$ Voronoi diagram on $n$ points has $O(k(n-k))$ cells [7] and computes in $O(k(n-k)\log n + n \log^2 n)$ time [15].
Definition 5 (Influential Neighbor Set, INS). Given an object set $O$ and a kNN set $O_{knn} \subseteq O$, we call the union of all the Voronoi neighbors of $p_i \in O_{knn}$, excluding those already in $O_{knn}$, the influential neighbor set (INS) of $O_{knn}$, denoted by $I(O_{knn})$. Formally,

$$I(O_{knn}) = \bigcup_{p_i \in O_{knn}} N_d(o(p_i)) \setminus O_{knn}.$$  \hfill (13)

Next we prove $I(O_{knn}) \supseteq MIS(O_{knn})$, which means that an INS is an IS, based on the following lemma.

Lemma 3. Given an object set $O$, let $p_i$ be an object in $O$, $o$ be any point in the space, and $d(o, p_i)$ be their distance. Let $N$ be the subset of $O$ containing all the objects whose distances to $o$ are smaller than or equal to $d(o, p_i)$, i.e.,

$$N = \{ p_j \in O \mid d(o, p_j) \leq d(o, p_i) \}.$$  

If $N \neq \emptyset$, then there exists an object $p \in N$ such that $p_i$ and $p$ are Voronoi neighbors.

Proof. We call a point $t_i$ on the shortest path from $o$ to $p_i$ the intersection point of $p_i \in N$ if $d(t_i, p_i) = d(t_i, p_i)$. For each object $p_i \in N$, there exists at least one intersection point. This is due to the continuity of the object movement in our problem assumption. When an object $o$ moves from $o$ to $p_i$, the distance from $q$ to $p_i$ decreases continuously from $d(o, p_i)$ to 0. Meanwhile, by definition $d(o, p_i) \leq d(o, p_i)$. At some point, $d(q, p_i)$ will become equivalent to $d(q, p_i)$. This point is the intersection point $t_i$.

Among all the intersection points of the objects in $N$, let the one nearest to $t$ be $t$ and its corresponding object be $p$. There is no object in $N$ that is nearer to $t$ than $p$ is, otherwise the object’s intersection point is nearer to $p_i$ than $t$. There is no object in $O \setminus N$ that is nearer to $t$ than $p$ either, otherwise it is nearer to $o$ than $p_i$ is and should belong to $N$. Therefore, by Definition 4, $p_i$ and $p$ are Voronoi neighbors.

Fig. 6(a) illustrates the lemma in an Euclidean space. For a point $o$ and an object $p_2$, the set $N = \{ p_1, p_3, p_4 \}$ contains objects enclosed by the circle $C$ (the larger circle) that centers at $o$ and crosses $p_2$ on its boundary. For each object $p_i$ in $N$, the bisector $b(p_i, p_2)$ must intersect the line segment between $o$ and $p_2$, i.e., the shortest path between the two points) at some point denoted by $t_i$. This is because, if $p_j$ were a point $p'$ on the boundary of $C$, then by the property of a circle the bisector $b(p_2, p_j)$ must pass through the center $o$ of $C$. If $p_j$ is enclosed by $C$ rather than on $C$, the bisector $b(p_2, p_j)$ must be closer to $p_2$ than $b(p_2, p_j)$ and hence must intersect $b(p_2, p_j)$. Therefore, the intersection point $t_j$ is the nearest to $p_2$ among all the intersection points, the circle $C'$ centered at $t_j$ with $d(p_2, t_j)$ as the radius (the smaller circle) contains no other object inside. Thus, by Definition 4, $p_i$ and $p_2$ are Voronoi neighbors.

Fig. 6(b) illustrates the lemma in a spatial network, where the gray line segments denote the area nearer to $o$ than $p_3$. The objects in this area, $p_8$ and $p_7$, constitute $N$. On the shortest path from $o$ to $p_8$, for each object $p_j \in N$, we locate the first network vertex $v$ that is nearer to $p_j$ than to $p_8$, e.g., for $p_7$, $v_{11}$ is the first vertex on the shortest path from $o$ to $p_8$ that is nearer to $p_j$ than to $p_8$. If there is no such vertex (i.e., all the vertices on the path are nearer to $p_8$), we treat $o$ as the vertex $v$, which is the case for $p_8$. Then the intersection point $t_j$ between $p_8$ and $p_7$ is located on the shortest path from $v$ to $p_j$ with a distance of $d(p_7, p_8)$ from $v$. In the figure, $t$ denotes the intersection point that is nearer to $p_8$. It is the intersection point between $p_7$ and $p_8$, while $o$ itself is the intersection point between $p_8$ and $p_7$. Thus, $p_7$ and $p_8$ are Voronoi neighbors.

Fig. 6(c) illustrates the lemma in a weighted Euclidean space. We denote the bisectors between $p_6$ and other objects by solid or dashed line segments. The Voronoi neighbors $p_2(=p_9)$ and $p_3(=p_9)$ of $p_7$ are nearer than $p_3$ and $p_6$ to $o$. However, $p_3$ is nearer to $o$ than $p_6$, so $p_6$ is the intersection point between $p_4$ and $p_7$. There is no other object nearer to $o$ than $p_6$. There is no solid line segment connecting $p_6$ and $p_7$, so $p_6$ is its Voronoi neighbor.
dotted arcs/lines. The shortest path from o to p6 crosses the solid arcs/lines, which are b(p11, p6), b(p1, p6), b(p4, p6), and b(p7, p6). This indicates that p1, p3, p4, and p7 are nearer to o than p6 is.

By the lemma, there should be a Voronoi neighbor of p7, since V0(p7) (the gray area) and V0(p6) (the horizontal lined area) are adjacent.

**Theorem 2.** Given an object set O, a kNN set O\textsubscript{kmn}, and the corresponding I(O\textsubscript{kmn}) as defined in Definition 5:

\[ I(O_{kmn}) \subseteq O_{kmn}. \]

**Proof.** We prove by showing that I(O\textsubscript{kmn}) \supseteq MIS(O\textsubscript{kmn}), i.e., any object \( p \in MIS(O_{kmn}) \) is included in \( I(O_{kmn}) \). We show that for any object \( p \in MIS(O_{kmn}) \), there exists an object \( p_i \in O_{kmn} \) that is a Voronoi neighbor of \( p \).

Since \( p \in MIS(O_{kmn}) \), \( V^{k+1}(O_{kmn} \cup \{ p \}) \setminus V^k(O_{kmn}) \neq \emptyset \) by definition. For any point \( q \) in \( V^{k+1}(O_{kmn} \cup \{ p \}) \setminus V^k(O_{kmn}) \), it views \( p \) as one of its kNNs. It is nearer to \( p \) than to some data object \( p^k \in O_{kmn} \), i.e., \( NN_q(p) = O_{kmn} \setminus \{ p^k \} \cup \{ p \} \). Meanwhile, by definition, for any point \( q' \) in \( V^k(O_{kmn}) \), it is nearer to \( p^k \) than to \( p \). As we assume continuous movement of the query object, the distance between the objects changes continuously. If the query object moves inside \( V^{k+1}(O_{kmn} \cup \{ p \}) \) (along any path) from \( q' \) to \( q \), there must be a point \( o \) on the path where the kNN set changes from \( O_{kmn} \) to \( O_{kmn} \setminus \{ p^k \} \cup \{ p \} \). Both \( p \) and \( p^k \) have the same distance to \( o \). Since \( o \) is inside \( V^{k+1}(O_{kmn} \cup \{ p \}) \), the other objects in \( O_{kmn} \cup \{ p \} \) must be nearer to \( o \) than \( p \) (or \( p^k \)). By Lemma 3 we know that there must be an object in \( O_{kmn} \) that is a Voronoi neighbor of \( p \). Thus, \( p \in I(O_{kmn}) \) and the theorem is proven.

**Algorithm 2 QueryMaintenance**

**Input:** query object \( q \), prefetched set \( R \), current kNN set \( O_{kmn} \) and its influential set \( I \).

**Output:** kNN set at each timestamp.

1. while true do
2. \( r \leftarrow Validate(q, O_{kmn}, I) \)
3. if \( r \text{ isValid } = \text{ false} \) then
4. Update(\( q, R, O_{kmn}, I, r.candidate, r.delete \))
5. Process updates of \( O \)

5. Query processing

A kNN query is processed as follows. We compute an initial \([\rho k] \) NN set \( (\rho \geq 1) \), denoted by \( R \), and its INS, \( I(R) \). We call \( \rho \) the prefetch ratio, which is a system parameter. The extra \((\rho - 1)k\) NNs play a similar role to that of the \( x \) extra NNs in the \( V^* \)-Diagram algorithm [2]. They balance the query result communication and re-computation costs. Intuitively, a larger \( \rho \) yields a larger safe region (conceptually) and hence lowers communication frequency between the query processor and the query user; but it also takes a longer time to compute a larger \([\rho k] \) NN set. We evaluate the impact of \( \rho \) and choose the optimal value empirically.

For fast INS computation, we precompute and index the order-1 Voronoi diagram of \( O \) (using an Vor-tree [16] in the Euclidean space and the VN² algorithm [13] in a spatial network). Since we do not need to precompute order-\( k \) Voronoi cells, our algorithm can answer kNN queries where \( k \) is determined at query time.

We return the sets \( R \) and \( I(R) \), where the top \( k \) objects of \( R \) form the kNN set \( O_{kmn} \) and \( I(R) \cup R \cup O_{kmn} \) form the IS. Then query maintenance starts. At each timestamp, we check whether...
the current kNN set is nearer to q than the IS: (i) if yes, the current kNN set is still valid, as guaranteed by Theorem 2; (ii) if not, we update the kNN set. Algorithm 2 summarizes the query maintenance process.

5.1. kNN set validation

In Algorithm 2, we use the validation function to test whether the current kNN set is nearer to q than the IS is.

In a general metric space, the validation function finds the object in O_{\text{min}} that is the farthest from q, denoted by r.delete, and the object in the IS that is the nearest to q, denoted by r.candidate. If r.candidate is closer to q than r.delete, the kNN set has become invalid and we use the function Update to update the kNN set and IS. Finding the two objects r.delete and r.candidate requires just a simple scan on O_{\text{min}} and the IS.

In a metric space where the distance computation is simple, e.g., Euclidean space and weighted Euclidean space, we can just compare the distance from the query object to r.candidate and r.delete as discussed above. In spaces where the distance computation is non-trivial, e.g., spatial networks and obstructed spaces, we need more efficient algorithms for the validation.

In a spatial network or an obstructed space, the method described above still gives correct answers. However, a simple scan on the two sets to compute the distances of the objects to q may be expensive because it requires graph shortest path computation. We propose an algorithm to reduce the validation cost as summarized in Algorithm 3. We run a procedure similar to the VN algorithm [13], but on a subset of the network (note the algorithm input). The algorithm keeps exploring the network to find the new kNN. Once any NN found is not in the current kNN set O_{\text{min}}, the algorithm can terminate early (Lines 1 and 8). Essentially, this is to recompute the kNN set, but on a much smaller network consisting of only edges from Voronoi cells of objects in O_{\text{min}} and I(O_{\text{min}}). An important advantage is that this smaller network can be sent to the query user together with the kNN set, which allows the query user to validate the kNN set locally rather than requiring the query processor to validate whenever the query object changes its location.

The following theorem guarantees that the shortest distances computed on this partial network are identical to those computed on the full network.

**Theorem 3.** Given a spatial network Voronoi diagram D_{O} on a set of data objects O, a kNN set O_{\text{min}} \subset O and its INS I(O_{\text{min}}), and a Voronoi diagram D_{O_{\text{min}}} \cup I(O_{\text{min}}) formed by the edges and vertices from the Voronoi cells of the objects in O_{\text{min}} and I(O_{\text{min}}), if the kNN set of a query object q is O_{\text{min}} on D_{O_{\text{min}}} \cup I(O_{\text{min}}), then the kNN set of q on D_{O} is also O_{\text{min}}.

**Proof.** We use Fig. 7 to illustrate the proof. In this figure, the gray dots denote the data objects and the solid lines connected to an object constitute the network Voronoi cell of the object. For simplicity we only show the network Voronoi cells of three objects p_n, p', and p''. The paths among them that are within the non-depicted cells are denoted by the dashed lines. The area between the inner dotted circle and outer dotted circle contains the Voronoi cells of I(O_{\text{min}}). Note that the dotted circles are not part of the network. They are only used to separate the Voronoi cells conceptually.

We use P_0(p, p') and P_{O_{\text{min}}} \cup I(O_{\text{min}})(p, p') to denote the shortest path from p to p' on D_{O} and D_{O_{\text{min}}} \cup I(O_{\text{min}}), respectively. We use d_0(q, p') and d_{O_{\text{min}}} - d(q, p') to denote the respective shortest path distances, and V(p') to denote the network Voronoi cell of p'.

We prove by contradiction. Suppose that the kNN set of q on D_{O} is not O_{\text{min}}. By the definition of influential set (Definition 3) and Theorem 2, a data object p' \in I(O_{\text{min}}) must be nearer to q than an object p_i \in O_{\text{min}}, i.e., d_0(q, p') < d_0(q, p_i). The path P_0(q, p') must contain some shortcut that does not belong to D_{O_{\text{min}}} \cup I(O_{\text{min}}), otherwise d_0(q, p') should be equal to d_{O_{\text{min}}} - d(q, p') and not smaller than d_{O_{\text{min}}} - d(q, p_i). In Fig. 7, let P_{O_{\text{min}}} \cup I(O_{\text{min}})(q, p') be the path from q to p' through b_2 and b_3, and P_0(q, p') be the path from q to p' through b_1, b_2, b_3, and b_4. Assume that the latter path is shorter and we derive a contradiction.

Let p_1 be the nearest neighbor of q. Then p_1 \in O_{\text{min}} and q is in V(p_1). The shortest path from q to p' in I(O_{\text{min}}) must pass through the Voronoi cell of some object p'' \in I(O_{\text{min}}) since the Voronoi cells of O_{\text{min}} is surrounded by the Voronoi cells of the objects in I(O_{\text{min}}). There are two cases of p'':

(i) P_0(q, p'') = P_{O_{\text{min}}} \cup I(O_{\text{min}})(q, p''). Let m be a point on P_0(q, p'') that is in V(p''). By the definition of Voronoi cell, d(m, p'') < d(m, p'), and hence d_0(q, p'') \geq d_0(q, m) + d_0(m, p'') < d_0(q, m) + d_0(m, p') = d_0(q, p'). Meanwhile, the kNN set of q on D_{O_{\text{min}}} \cup I(O_{\text{min}}) is O_{\text{min}}. Thus, d_0(q, p'') = d_{O_{\text{min}}} - d(q, p'') > d_{O_{\text{min}}} - d(q, p_i) \geq d_0(q, p_i) > d_0(q, p_i). We hence obtain a contradiction.

(ii) P_0(q, p'') \neq P_{O_{\text{min}}} \cup I(O_{\text{min}})(q, p''). In this case, P_0(q, p'') also contains edges outside D_{O_{\text{min}}} \cup I(O_{\text{min}}). We treat p'' as p' and find another object p''' in I(O_{\text{min}}) as the new p' to satisfy Case (i). Since P_0(q, p') has a finite number of objects, by repeating this process we can eventually find an object satisfying Case (i) and obtain a contradiction.

5.2. kNN set update

When the kNN set becomes invalid, we need to update it and the corresponding IS. If the kNN set is not fully contained by R, we need to update R and its INS, I(R).

---

**Algorithm 3 Validation**

**Input:** a query object q

**Output:** whether O_{\text{min}} is the kNN of q

1. if Contain(q) \neq O_{\text{min}} then
2. return false
3. O_{\text{min}} \leftarrow Contain(q).
4. N \leftarrow Contain(q).neighbors
5. while |O_{\text{min}}| < k do
6. find p_i with minimum ShortestDistance(q, p_i) from N
7. if p_i \notin O_{\text{min}} then
8. return false
9. else
10. O_{\text{min}} \leftarrow O_{\text{min}} \cup \{p_i\}
11. N \leftarrow N \cup p_i.neighbors \setminus O_{\text{min}} \setminus \{p_i\}
12. return true

**Fig. 7. Theorem 3.**
Algorithm 4 Updating

Input: query object q, prefetched set R, current kNN set O\textsubscript{knn}, and its influential set I, r.candidate, r.delete
Output: new prefetched set R, kNN set O\textsubscript{knn} and its influential set I
1: O\textsubscript{knn} \leftarrow O\textsubscript{knn} \cup \{r.delete\} \cup \{r.candidate\}
2: I' \leftarrow (I \cup \{r.delete\} \cup N_0(r.candidate)) \setminus O\textsubscript{knn}
3: if O\textsubscript{knn} \cup \{r\} \subseteq I' then
4: return (R, O\textsubscript{knn}, I')
5: else
6: O\textsubscript{knn} \leftarrow kNN in R, I' \leftarrow I \cup O\textsubscript{knn} \setminus O\textsubscript{knn}
7: if O\textsubscript{knn} \cup \{r\} \subseteq I' then
8: return (R, O\textsubscript{knn}, I')
9: else
10: Recompute R, I(R)
11: O\textsubscript{knn} \leftarrow \text{top-k in R, I'} \leftarrow R \cup I(R) \setminus O\textsubscript{knn}
12: return (R, O\textsubscript{knn}, I')

In general, a simple scan on the data set with the support of a size-$|k|$ queue of the data objects prioritized by their distances to the query object is sufficient to identify the new $|k|$ NN set. A metric space index such as the M-tree [17] may help further reduce the $|k|$ NN set computation complexity. Then the corresponding INS can be retrieved from the precomputed order-1 Voronoi diagram.

In a spatial network or in an obstructed space, we simply run the VN$^3$ algorithm to compute the new $|k|$ NN set. The INS is then retrieved from the precomputed order-1 Voronoi diagram. We omit the pseudo code as it is straightforward.

In a space where the distance computation is simple, e.g., Euclidean space and weighted space, the method described above still applies. However, we can obtain R and I(R) more efficiently. We consider two cases: (i) If q has entered a neighboring order-k Voronoi cell, the new kNN set will differ from the current one by only one data object, since the boundary just crossed must be shared by two objects, one in $O\textsubscript{knn}$ and the other in the IS. In this case, we do not need to recompute the entire kNN set but can use the existing kNN set to compose the new kNN set. (ii) If q is not in a neighboring order-k Voronoi cell, we recompute the kNN set and check whether it is still in $R$. If yes, we just need to return this set. If not, we compute and return the new sets of R and I(R).

Since we do not compute order-k Voronoi cells, we cannot determine whether q has entered a neighboring order-k Voronoi cell. However, we observe that, when the kNN set becomes invalid, there is an object r.delete to be removed from the current kNN set and an object r.candidate to be added to the new kNN set. This gives us a candidate new kNN set $O'_{knn} = O\textsubscript{knn} \cup \{r.candidate\} \setminus \{r.delete\}$. We test whether it is indeed the new kNN set by testing whether it is closer to q than its IS.

According to Definition 5, the INS of $O'_{knn}$ consists of the Voronoi neighbors of all objects in $O'_{knn}$. We know that $O'_{knn}$ only differs from $O\textsubscript{knn}$ by $\{r.candidate, r.delete\}$. We can derive an IS of $O'_{knn}$ from the IS of $O\textsubscript{knn}$ as $I(O'_{knn}) = I(O\textsubscript{knn}) \cup \{r.candidate\} \cup N_0(r.candidate) \setminus O\textsubscript{knn}$. Then we test whether $I(O'_{knn}) \subseteq I(R)$ holds.

(i) If yes, $O'_{knn}$ is the new kNN set. We return it and its IS. (ii) If not, we recompute the kNN set. Algorithm 4 summarizes the procedure.

We have precomputed the Voronoi diagram of O and stored every object with its Voronoi neighbors. When sending the set R to the query user, we also send the corresponding Voronoi neighbors. Thus, no communication cost will incur unless the Voronoi neighbors of r.candidate need to be added to IS (Line 2), or the sets R and I(R) need to be recomputed (Lines 8 and 9).

Algorithm 5 Insertion

Input: new data object p, prefetched set R, query object q, kNN set $O\textsubscript{knn}$ and its influential set IS
Output: updated prefetched set R, kNN set $O\textsubscript{knn}$ and influential set I
1: if not $R \sim_q \{p\}$ then
2: $R \leftarrow R \cup \{p\}$
3: $p^k \leftarrow kNN of q in O\textsubscript{knn}$
4: if $d(p, q) < d(p^k, q)$ then
5: return $(R, O\textsubscript{knn} \cup \{p\}\setminus \{p^k\}, I \cup \{p\})$

5.3. Data object update

When there are data object updates, we first update the Voronoi diagram and the index structures, and then update the kNN set and the IS. For Voronoi diagram and index update, space specific algorithms are needed. We use the R*-tree update algorithm [14] and the VoR-tree update algorithm [16] in the Euclidean space, and run the VN$^3$ algorithm [13] locally to update the Voronoi cells and the related data structure in spatial networks.

Next, we detail the kNN set and IS update procedure. We focus on insertion and deletion, as a location update can be done by deletion and re-insertion.

5.3.1. Insertion

When a new data object p is added, there are two cases: (i) if it is nearer to the query object q than a current NN, we add it to the kNN set and update IS using the current kNN set, the current IS and p; (ii) otherwise, we simply add p to the IS (Theorem 1 guarantees the correctness).

Note that in the above insertion procedure, we do not add the Voronoi neighbors of p to IS when p is added to $O\textsubscript{knn}$. Instead, we add $p^k$, which is the kth NN of q in $O\textsubscript{knn}$ to IS. This is supported by the following theorem.

Theorem 4. Given a query object q, its current kNN set $O\textsubscript{knn}$ where $p^k$ is the kth NN of q, and a new data object p satisfying $d(p, q) < d(p^k, q)$, for the new kNN set $O'_{knn} = O\textsubscript{knn} \cup \{p\}\setminus \{p^k\}$, we have:

$I(O'_{knn}) \cup \{p^k\} \subseteq O'_{knn}$. (15)

Proof. The proof in the conference paper [10] still applies in metric space and is omitted here.

Algorithm 5 summarizes the process. The algorithm takes a sequential scan on R with $O(|R|)$ comparisons to determine whether the condition in Line 1 holds. The rest of the algorithm takes a constant time. Therefore, the complexity of the algorithm is linear to the cardinality of R.

5.3.2. Deletion

When a data object $p_i$ is to be deleted, we first check if it belongs to R or I(R). If so, we delete it from R or I(R) (Lines 1 and 2) and consider the following three cases: (i) $p_i$ is in the kNN set; (ii) $p_i$ is in the IS; (iii) $p_i$ is not in either the kNN set or the IS. Case (iii) does not involve kNN set or IS update and hence is not discussed further.

(i) Deletion from the kNN set: If $p_i \in O\textsubscript{knn}$, both $O\textsubscript{knn}$ and IS need to be updated (Lines 3 to 6). We find the nearest data object in the IS to replace $p_i$ in $O\textsubscript{knn}$ (Line 6), the correctness of which is guaranteed by the following theorem.
Algorithm 6 Deletion

**Input:** data object to be deleted \( p_i \), prefetched set of objects \( R \), query object \( q \), current \( \text{NN} \) set \( O_{\text{nnm}} \) and its influential set \( I \)

**Output:** updated prefetched set \( R' \), \( \text{NN} \) set \( O'_{\text{nnm}} \) and influential set \( I' \)

1. if \( p_i \in R \) or \( p_i \in I \) then
2. \( R ← R \setminus \{p_i\} \), \( I ← I \setminus \{p_i\} \)
3. \( p_i \in \text{O}_{\text{nnm}} \) then
4. \( p_j \leftarrow \) nearest neighbor to \( q \) in \( I' \)
5. \( I' ← I \cup N_0(p_j) \setminus O_{\text{nnm}} \setminus \{p_i\} \)
6. return \( [R, O_{\text{nnm}} \setminus \{p_i\} \cup \{p_j\}, I'] \)
7. else if \( p_i \in I \) then
8. return \( [R, O_{\text{nnm}} \cup N_0(p_i) \setminus O_{\text{nnm}} \setminus \{p_i\}] \)
9. else
10. return \( [R, O_{\text{nnm}}, I] \)

**Theorem 5.** Given a \( \text{NN} \) set \( O_{\text{nnm}} \) and a set \( I \supseteq I(O_{\text{nnm}}) \), if a data object \( p \) in \( O_{\text{nnm}} \) is deleted, then the new \( \text{NN} \) set \( O'_{\text{nnm}} \) should be
\[
O'_{\text{nnm}} = O_{\text{nnm}} \setminus \{p\} \cup \{p_j\}, p_j \in I.
\]

**Proof.** See the conference paper [10]. We omit the proof here due to space limit.

After \( p_i \) is added to \( O_{\text{nnm}} \), according to Definition 5, its Voronoï neighbors are added to the IS (Line 5).

(iii) Deletion from the IS: If \( p_i \) belongs to the IS, we update the IS by first removing \( p_i \) and then adding all Voronoï neighbors of \( p_i \), which are not currently in \( O_{\text{nnm}} \) or the IS to the IS (Line 8), as supported by the following theorem.

**Theorem 6.** Given a \( \text{NN} \) set \( O_{\text{nnm}} \) and its IS, if a data object \( p_i \in IS \) is deleted, we have
\[
IS \cup N_0(p_i) \setminus O_{\text{nnm}} \setminus \{p_i\} \cup O_{\text{nnm}}.
\]

**Proof.** Intuitively, when \( p_i \in IS \) is to be removed, we need its Voronoï neighbors to replace \( p_i \) to safe guard the \( \text{NN} \) set. We omit the full proof due to space limit.

Processing of Cases (i) and (ii) is summarized in Algorithm 6. The algorithm takes a sequential scan on \( R \) and \( I \) to determine whether the conditions in Lines 1, 3, and 7 hold, which takes \( \mathcal{O}(|R| + |I|) \) time. The rest of the algorithm takes a constant time. Therefore, the complexity of the algorithm is linear to the cardinality of \( R \) and \( I \).

5.4. Keyword query processing

Our method can be extended to process spatial keyword queries using weighted Euclidean distance. Given a set \( W \) of keywords, each object \( o \in O \) is assigned a set of keywords \( o.kw \), where \( o.kw \subseteq W \). Define a similarity function \( \zeta(o, q) \), let \( q.kw \) be a set of keywords. The similarity function can be defined based on the keyword similarity between \( o \) and \( q \), e.g., if \( o.kw = \{\text{spaghetti}, \text{macaroni}\} \) and \( q.kw = \{\text{macaroni}, \text{sushi}\} \), the similarity between \( o \) and \( q \) can be defined as 0.5, i.e., 50% of the keywords in \( o.kw \) are in \( q.kw \). Then, the weighted distance between the query \( q \) and object \( o \) is defined as \( d(o.q)/\zeta(o, q) \), where \( d(o, q) \) is the Euclidean distance between \( o \) and \( q \). Here, if \( \zeta(o, q) = 0 \), which means there is no overlap between the query and the object, we define the weighted distance as \( \infty \). Since weighted Euclidean space is a generalized metric space, our method applies straightforwardly.

As a special case, if \( \zeta(o, q) \) returns 1 when \( o.kw \supseteq q.kw \) and 0 if \( o.kw \not\supseteq q.kw \), we can use our solution for the Euclidean space to save computation costs. We pre-compute \( |W| \) order-1 Voronoï diagrams, one for each keyword in \( W \). For a diagram with regard to keyword \( w \in W \), denoted by \( D_w \), it only contains objects whose keyword sets contain \( w \), i.e., for any object \( o' \) in \( D_w \), \( w \in o'.kw \). As a result, the \( |W| \) diagrams pre-computed require a total of \( \mathcal{O}(\sum_{o\in|o.kw|}) \) space.

To process a continuous keyword query \( q \) that contains a keyword set \( q.kw \), we keep track of the \( \text{NN} \) result for each keyword \( w \in q.kw \) individually and merge the \( \{q.kw\} \) \( \text{NN} \) result sets together to produce the final \( \text{NN} \) results. The overall computation time is \( |q.kw| \) times the time of a single continuous \( \text{NN} \) query, plus \( \mathcal{O}(q.kw|k\log(q.kw)|k) \) which is for merging the \( \{q.kw\} \) \( \text{NN} \) result sets.

6. Cost analysis

There is no universal cost analysis that applies across all metric spaces since different \( \text{NN} \) algorithms may be used. We have analyzed the costs of the proposed Euclidean space MkNN algorithm in the previous conference paper [10]. Here, we present a comparative cost analysis on the spatial network MkNN algorithm (denoted by INS-kNN) and the V*-Diagram algorithm [12]. Following V*-Diagram [12], we assume uniform data distribution, and that a query processor holds the set of data objects and reports \( \text{NN} \) sets to a query user when required.

**kNN set recomputation frequency:** Let the \( \text{NN} \) set recomputation frequency of INS-kNN and V*-Diagram be \( f_{\text{ins}} \) and \( f_{\text{vd}} \), respectively. The recomputation frequency is mainly affected by the query object speed and the size of the safe regions (which is determined by the density of data objects). Following V*-Diagram [12], we assume a constant query object speed and analyze the impact of the size of the safe regions. This analysis is very similar to that in the Euclidean space [10]. The only difference is that now the recomputation frequency is inversely proportional to the total length of the network edges in the Voronoï cells of \( R \) (while in the Euclidean space it is inversely proportional to the square root of the area of the Voronoï cells).

Let the total length of all the edges in a spatial network be \( 1 \). According to Okabe et al. [7], the total length of the edges in the Voronoï cells of \( R \) is \( \mathcal{O}(k(|pk| - k)/(k(n-k))) = \mathcal{O}((|pk| - k)/(n-k)) \), where \( n \) denotes the number of data objects. Thus, \( f_{\text{ins}} = \mathcal{O}(n-k)/(|pk| - k) \). On the other hand, \( f_{\text{vd}} = \mathcal{O}(nk/\kappa) \). Therefore, \( f_{\text{vd}}/f_{\text{ins}} = \mathcal{O}((n-k)/\kappa) < \mathcal{O}(1/\kappa) \).

**Communication cost:** When the \( \text{NN} \) set is recomputed, the new query result and safe region need to sent to the query user. INS-kNN sends \( \mathcal{O}(|pk|) \) objects while V*-Diagram sends \( \mathcal{O}(k+x) \) objects each time. Since \( |pk| \) in INS-kNN essentially plays the same role as that of \( k+x \) in V*-Diagram, the communication cost of the two methods is determined by their \( \text{NN} \) set recomputation cost.

**kNN set recomputation cost:** In Algorithm 1 for \( \text{NN} \) computation, INS-kNN calls function \( \text{Contain}(.) \) for one time and function \( \text{ShortestDistance}(.) \) for \( |p.k| \) times. Function \( \text{Contain}(.) \) takes \( \mathcal{O}(|p| + |p.k|) \) time to get the (MBR of the) Voronoï cell containing the query object from an R-tree [14]. Function \( \text{ShortestDistance}(.) \) computes the network shortest path distance. It can be implemented in an incremental manner, i.e., the intermediate result obtained from one function call is saved and used for the following function calls. Then essentially, the \( |p.k| \) times of the function calls together can be seen as one call of the Dijkstra’s algorithm [18] to find the \( |p.k| \) nearest neighbors.

It is shown [7] that the average number of Voronoï neighbors per object (and hence average number of edges per Voronoï cell) is a small constant less than 6. Thus, Algorithm 1 only involves \( \mathcal{O}(|p.k|) \) edges. Running Dijkstra’s algorithm to find the \( |p.k| \)
nearest neighbors from \(O(\rho k)\) edges takes \(O(\rho k \log(\rho k))\) time \[18\]. Therefore, the kNN set recomputation cost of INS-kNN takes \(O(\log n + \rho k \log(\rho k))\) time.

On the other hand, the recomputation cost of V*-Diagram consists of three steps: (i) finding the first \(k+x\) nearest neighbors, (ii) computing the safe region w.r.t. the \(k\)th nearest neighbor, and (iii) computing the FRR. These three steps need \(O(\log n + k + x)\), \(O((k + x)^2 \log((k + x)))\), and \(O((k + x)^2)\) time, respectively \[12\]. The overall recomputation cost of V*-Diagram is \(O(\log n + (k + x)^2)\).

**kNN set validation cost:** The algorithm for kNN validation, Algorithm 3, has a procedure similar to that of Algorithm 1, but runs on a smaller network of \(O(\rho k)\) edges. Thus, INS-kNN needs \(O(\rho k \log(\rho k))\) time for the validation. Meanwhile, V*-Diagram needs to check whether the query object has left the current safe region by checking whether it has passed through any of the safe region boundary points, which takes \(O((k + x)^2)\) time \[12\].

In summary, INS-kNN has smaller costs comparing with V*-Diagram in the above analysis.

**Discussion** The above analysis shows that the recomputation and validation costs of our method in spatial networks are \(O(\log n + \rho k \log(\rho k))\) and \(O(\rho k \log(\rho k))\), respectively. In our previous conference paper \[10\], we show that the corresponding costs are \(O(\log n + \rho k)\) and \(O(\rho k)\) in Euclidean space. The differences in the costs come from the cost differences in nearest neighbor distance computation in the two types of spaces. In spatial networks, we run Dijkstra’s algorithm to find the shortest path and obtain the shortest distance. This procedure requires more time than computing the Euclidean distance in Euclidean space. Therefore, if we query the two datasets of the same size but in these two types of spaces, the query cost in spatial networks is most likely to be higher.

In other metric spaces, the costs are different due to the different costs of distance computation between objects. In an obstructed space, for example, we run Dijkstra’s algorithm on the visibility network to find nearest neighbors of a query. The cost of our method in an obstructed space is the same as that in the spatial network. On the other hand, in a weighted space, since the distances between objects and the query can be computed directly from points and weights of objects, the cost of our method in weighted space is the same as that in the Euclidean space.

**7. Demonstration**

We build an interactive demonstration system that shows the internal mechanism of the INS algorithm. It simulates a moving query object and displays the changing kNNs as well as the safe guarding objects continuously. The users are given options to customize several parameters for information and aesthetic purposes such as the number of nearest neighbors displayed.

The system is implemented as a Scala Swing application. It runs in two modes, Spatial Network mode and 2D Plane (Euclidean space) mode. Its user interface consists of two panels (cf. Fig. 8):

(i) **Control panel.** This is the left panel of the user interface. It is used for setting the demonstration parameters, which include the Global Setting, the Spatial Network setting and the 2D Plane setting.

The global setting includes the underlying map to be used, the data space to be used, and the value of the query parameter \(k\). There are also two buttons “Save” and “Read” which are for recording and loading the demonstration settings.

The spatial network setting includes options to control the operations being performed: “Node”, “Site”, “Trajectory”, and “Demo”. When one of the first three options is chosen, it allows users to add/move/delete the network nodes/data objects/query trajectory. When “Demo” is chosen, a kNN query will be simulated. The setting also includes options to control which objects to be shown as well as the query object’s moving speed in the simulation.

The 2D plane setting includes the number of data objects to generate \((n)\), the value of the prefetch ratio \((\rho)\), and whether to show the Voronoi cells and the corresponding safe regions. Under these settings, the current kNN set and the INS are displayed.

(ii) **Main panel.** This is the right panel of the user interface. It displays a map of a spatial network where data objects (orange dots) and the query object (red dot) can be placed onto. Users can specify a trajectory for the query object. In the Spatial Network mode, this trajectory must confine the underlying spatial network; in the 2D Plane mode, the trajectory can have any shape. When query simulation starts, the query object will move along the specified trajectory. The INS algorithm will run to compute the kNN set and the INS set, which are shown as the green dots and the yellow dots, respectively.

In the Spatial Network mode, the Voronoi cells of the objects in the kNN set and the INS are represented by the sets of green and yellow network edges, respectively.

In the 2D Plane mode (Fig. 9), the data objects are surrounded by their respective order-1 Voronoi cells. The ones enclosed by green squares represent the objects in \(R\). We use the cyan polygon to represent the current order-\(k\) Voronoi cell, which will turn red when it becomes invalid. We circle two special objects, the farthest object to \(q\) in the kNN set and the nearest object to \(q\) in the INS, with a green circle and a red circle passing through them, respectively, where the center of both circles are at \(q\). These two objects are special in the sense that the green circle should always enclose all the objects in the kNN set, while the red circle should never enclose any object in the INS, as long as the current kNN set is still valid.

**Demonstrated Scenarios:** We take the 2D Plane mode as an example. Fig. 9 displays two screenshots of the demonstration program, where each shows: (i) the query object stays in the order-\(k\) Voronoi cell of the current kNN set (i.e., the kNN set is valid), and (ii) the query object has moved out of the order-\(k\) Voronoi cell (i.e., the kNN set is invalid).

When the query object moves out of the order-\(k\) Voronoi cell shown in Fig. 9(a) and moves into the position shown in Fig. 9(b), the current kNN set becomes invalid since the green circle is now enclosed by the red circle (i.e., the farthest object to \(q\) in the kNN set is farther to \(q\) than the nearest object to \(q\) in the INS).
8. Experiments

We compare empirically our algorithm with the state-of-the-art algorithm V*-Diagram [2] as described in Section 2.4. V*-Diagram works in both Euclidean space and spatial networks. We have previously reported the experimental results in Euclidean space [10]. Here, we present the results in spatial networks. We additionally compare with the Local Network Voronoi Diagram (LNVD) algorithm [19] which computes a local network Voronoi diagram within a small range around the query object as the safe regions. Following the original proposal [19], we set the search range of LNVD at $3k/r$, where $r$ is the object-vertex ratio, i.e., the number of data objects divided by the number of network vertices.

In the result figures we use $V^*$, $LN$, and $INS$ to denote V*-Diagram, LNVD, and the proposed algorithm, respectively.

The algorithms are implemented using C++ (gcc 5.2 -O3) on a computer running CentOS 7 with two 2.5 GHz Intel Xeon E5 CPU and 16 GB memory.

8.1. Settings

We use a real spatial network, the full USA road network, in the experiments. It contains 23,947,347 vertices and 58,333,344 edges. The vertices are randomly chosen to form data object sets of different sizes. We generate two types of query objects: random (denoted by ‘R’) and directional (denoted by ‘D’). A random query object starts at a randomly chosen vertex and moves to a randomly chosen edge every time it reaches a vertex; a directional query object starts at a randomly chosen vertex and moves to a randomly chosen destination vertex along the shortest path. We vary the values of the parameters as summarized in Table 2.

We assume a client–server model, where the server holds the data set in memory and computes the $k$NN sets, while the clients are the query users and they keep the current $k$NN sets and IS. At every timestamp, the $k$NN set is first validated on the client side. A result update request is sent to the server if the $k$NN set has become invalid.

We record the response time (on both server side and client side) and the communication cost between the query user and the server. Here, the communication cost is counted as the number of objects transferred from the server to the query user. We run each experiment 20 times and report the average total cost of processing a query.

8.2. Results

We show the server response time, client response time, and communication costs in Figs. 10, 11, and 12, respectively.

Parameter optimization for $V^*$-Diagram. $V^*$-Diagram has a parameter $x$, the number of auxiliary data objects used in safe region computation. We first find the optimal value of $x$ empirically. Figs. 10~12(a) show the algorithm performance for $x$ ranging from 1 to 19, where other parameters are set to the default values. We observe that the costs of $V^*$-Diagram first drop when $x$ increases, and then increase again as $x$ becomes larger. When $x = 6$, $V^*$-Diagram shows the best overall performance. This has been observed by Nutanong et al. [2] and can be explained by that (i) a small number of auxiliary data objects can help reduce the recomputation frequency, but (ii) a larger number of auxiliary data objects incur too much extra costs which outweighs the benefits. Experiments on other settings show a similar pattern and hence in what follows we use $x = 6$ as the default $x$ value.

Neither LNVD nor INS uses the parameter $x$, and hence their performance is not affected. We see that even when $x = 6$ where $V^*$-Diagram shows the best performance, INS still outperforms $V^*$-Diagram. This is because the conceptual safe region used in INS is guaranteed to be the largest possible while the safe region used in $V^*$-Diagram is not.

Effect of $\rho$. INS uses a parameter $\rho (\rho \geq 1)$ that plays a similar role to that of $x$ in $V^*$-Diagram, i.e., to balance the computation and communication costs. We compute $\lfloor pk \rfloor$ NNS and use the extra $(\lfloor pk \rfloor − k)$ objects as a $k$NN “cache”. We evaluate the effect of $\rho$ by varying its value from 1.1 to 2.5. We set the value of $x$ in $V^*$-Diagram to be $\lfloor pk \rfloor − k$ so that both algorithms have the same size of $k$NN “cache”.

Figs. 10~12(b) show the result. INS outperforms $V^*$-Diagram and LNVD in both server response time and communication cost under the various values of $\rho$ tested, while LNVD shows a lower client response time. As expected, when $\rho$ increases, the communication cost of INS decreases because now it requires less $k$NN set transmission from the server to the client. Meanwhile, the other costs of INS increase because both the server side $k$NN recomputation and the client side $k$NN validation now have a

\[\text{http://www.dis.uniroma1.it/challenge9/download.shtml.}\]
larger $\lfloor \rho k \rfloor$ NN set to process. The client response time has a larger increase in particular. This is because now a larger sub-network needs to be traversed when validating the $k$NN sets. However, we argue that this is not a significant drawback because the total client response time is still quite small (less than 2.5 s for all the values tested). To obtain an overall better performance, we use $\rho = 1.7$ as the default value in the following experiments.

Varying $k$. Next we vary the value of $k$ from 1 to 19. Figs. 10−12(c) show the results. We see that while the costs of $V^*$-Diagram and LNVD increase rapidly with the value of $k$, those of INS increase much slower. This is because INS computes the largest safe region possible and utilizes the current $k$NN set to derive the new $k$NN set. It keeps the number of $k$NN computation to the minimum. Note that $V^*$-Diagram has a higher cost when $k < 7$. This is because by default 6 auxiliary objects are computed for $V^*$-Diagram. The costs of computing these extra auxiliary objects outweigh the costs necessary for computing the $k$NN sets. INS avoids this by computing $\lfloor \rho k \rfloor$ NNs. When $k$ is small, the number of extra NNs computed is small as well.

Varying query object speed. Figs. 10−12(d) show the algorithm performance when the query object speed increases from 2 to 36 m per timestamp. As the speed increases, the server and client response time of all three algorithms decrease. The reason is as follows. The client side validates the $k$NN set at every timestamp, and the server side recomputes the $k$NN set whenever necessary. As the speed increases, the total number of timestamps required to complete a query trajectory decreases which means that both the recomputation and validation costs will decrease. Meanwhile, the communication costs of the algorithms increase. This is because we have used speed values and query trajectories that guarantee that the query object does not cross more than one order-$k$ Voronoi cell within one timestamp, i.e., all the $k$NN set changes are captured in the query processing procedure. With a high speed the query object moves outside the safe region more frequently, and updated query result needs to be sent to the query
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Varying query trajectory length. When the query trajectory length increases, the overall query processing costs are expected to increase. This trend is validated in Figs. 10–12(e). As the trajectory length becomes larger, the (accumulated) benefit of INS becomes more significant. An interesting observation is that for INS, the random query trajectories have lower server side computation cost and communication cost, but higher client side computation cost. This can be explained by that, for a random query trajectory, the query object has a higher probability to move back and forth in a local region. There is a good chance that when the kNN set becomes invalid, we can compute the new kNNs from the IS on the client side and hence save the server side costs as well as the communication cost. V*-Diagram and LNVD do not show a similar behavior because they do not have the IS to help compute the new kNN sets on the client side.

Varying data object density. We vary the data object density by using different ratios (5% to 10.5%) of the spatial network vertices as data objects. Figs. 10–12(f) show the results. INS outperforms both V*-Diagram and LNVD again. When the ratio increases, the communication costs of both INS and V*-Diagram increase. This is because the data objects become more dense and the safe regions computed become smaller. More frequent kNN set transmission is required as a result. LNVD behaves differently because its search range for building a local Voronoi diagram is determined by the object-vertex ratio, which allows it to compute safe regions based on data object density. The computation costs (server response time and client response time) of all three algorithms decrease. This is because as the data objects become more dense, the algorithms can compute the kNN sets by searching in a smaller area of the network, which reduces the computation costs more.

Comparing Metric Spaces As there is no existing method that can apply across all these spaces, we compare the performance

Fig. 11. Client response time.
of our algorithm with ourselves. The experiments were run on the USA data set (23,947, 347 vertices and 58,333, 344 edges).

We run our spatial network algorithm (denoted by Spatial Network) on the network consisting all the vertices and edges, run
our Euclidean space algorithm (denoted by **Euclidean**) on only the vertices (without considering the underlying road network), run our obstructed version algorithm (denoted by **Obstructed**) considering randomly generated obstacles, and run our weighted version algorithm (denoted by **Weighted**) considering randomly assigned weights on the vertices. We generated obstacles that the number of edges in the visibility network is the same as that in the Spatial Network. The range of weight value is between 0 to 10. Fig. 13 shows the result. We can see that for both server and client response time, the algorithm performance in spatial network and obstructed space are an order of magnitude slower than that in Euclidean space and weighted space. The result confirms the discussion in Section 6 that it requires more time to run our method in spatial networks and obstructed spaces than in Euclidean spaces and weighted spaces, which is due to the extra cost of computing shortest distances between objects in networks. The result also confirms that the time complexity of our algorithm in obstructed spaces is similar to that in spatial networks, and the time complexity of our algorithm in weighted spaces is similar to that in Euclidean spaces.

9. Related work

**MkNN query in Euclidean setting.** In an early study [3], a sampling based approach is used, which has to recompute kNN queries at a high frequency to approximate a continuous query, and hence is very expensive.

Recent studies [27,8] on the MkNN query have adapted the safe region based approach to avoid the sampling cost. The safe region based approach maintains a kNN set and an associated “safe region” where the query object can move freely without invalidating this kNN set.

The order-k Voronoi diagram \( (kVD) \) [7] and the Retrieve-Influence-Set kNN algorithm (RIS-kNN) [8] are traditional safe region based approaches. However, they need either expensive precomputation or expensive query-time computation. A related data structure, the VoR-tree [16], combines the Voronoi diagram and the R-tree. Using the VoR-tree, a kNN query can be computed by first finding the top nearest neighbor in the R-tree and then retrieving other nearest neighbors incrementally based on the neighborhood relationship between the objects.

The state-of-the-art MkNN algorithm is \( V^{*}\)-Diagram [2,12]. We used this algorithm as the baseline algorithm in the experiments and detailed it in Section 2.4. Some other studies [4,20] on MkNN queries assume a predefined linear trajectory of the query object. In this case, a safe region is reduced to a line segment on the trajectory.

A comprehensive survey of continuous query processing methods can be found in [21].

**MkNN query in spatial network setting.** Kolahdouzan and Shahabi [13] propose to precompute order-1 Voronoi cells on a spatial network and traverse the neighboring Voronoi cells to identify the kNN set at query time. This approach can avoid traversing the whole network for answering a single kNN query, but it is not optimized for the MkNN query. \( V^{*}\)-Diagram has also been extended to the spatial network setting [12]. We described the extension in Section 2.4 as well. Nutanong et al. [19] propose the Local Network Voronoi Diagram (LNVD) algorithm which computes a local network Voronoi diagram within a small range around the query object where the range size is determined empirically. We also compared with this algorithm in the experiments.

Huang et al. [22] propose a data model and a definition for the abstract functionality of a spatial network NN search. Papadis et al. [23] utilize the distance in the Euclidean space to facilitate NN search in a spatial network. They are not for MkNN processing and are not discussed further. They introduce an architecture that integrates the distance information in the Euclidean space and the spatial network with pragmatic constraints, and generates the search region by expanding from the query object on the network. However, the performance of this method relies heavily on the ratio between the number of data objects and the number of network nodes.

**Other related studies.** KNN queries in metric spaces have been considered. For example, the M-tree [17] is an index for spatial query processing in metric spaces. This index can be used for kNN set recomputation for MkNN queries in metric spaces. In moving range queries, two concepts named the guard objects [24] and safe exits [25] have been used for safe region formulation. They guard an “object in query range” relationship, but do not guarantee the nearness rank of the objects. Our safe guarding objects (influential set), on the other hand, guard data objects to be in the kNN set. The AP-Tree [26] processes continuous spatial-keyword queries, which considers keyword attributes in addition to spatial coordinates of objects. The AP-Tree technique groups registered queries first, and then processes the grouped queries over streaming data. Fang et al. [27] propose to find kNNs between two sets of trajectories, and parallelize their algorithm using MapReduce. Li et al. [28] propose to construct and partition Network Voronoi Diagrams to process continuous NN queries in road networks under data broadcast environments. By balancing the workload between server side and client side, they minimize the data that need to be broadcasted.

Queries over moving objects in spatial networks are studied [29,30], where the data objects are moving and the focus is to minimize the query recomputation while they are moving. In our work we assume that all the data objects are static and only the query object moves. We do not need to consider data object movements in algorithm design and hence their optimization techniques do not apply. On the other hand, the static-object setting allows us to pre-compute order-1 Voronoi cells to boost the query performance. Such pre-computation is infeasible in the previous studies [29,30].

Other types of queries on moving objects have also been studied extensively. These include range queries [31,32], density queries [33], intersection join queries [34], obstructed NN queries [35,36], visible kNN queries [37], weighted NN queries [38], destination prediction queries [39], etc. These studies have different problem settings from ours and their solutions are inapplicable.

10. Conclusions

We revisited the MkNN query and presented novel algorithms that process the MkNN query efficiently in the metric space. The proposed algorithms take advantage of the order-k Voronoi cell to the full extent but avoids the high cost of building and validating the order-k Voronoi cell. This is achieved by using a concept called the influential neighbor set, which contains a small number of data objects and can be used to validate the current kNN set. As a result, we replace the computation of order-k Voronoi cells with the computation of influential neighbor sets, which is much more efficient. Our influential neighbor set based algorithms also support data object updates as well as setting \( k \) at query time since we do not need to precompute any order-k Voronoi cell. We conducted extensive experiments using both real and synthetic data sets. The results show that the proposed algorithms outperform the state-of-the-art algorithms on both I/O and computational costs constantly.

This study opens up a few directions to be explored in the future: (i) finding smaller IS would help further reduce the query costs; (ii) applying the concepts of IS and INS to other special metric spaces such as \( L_t \) spaces would further demonstrate the applicability of these concepts; and (iii) extending these concepts to quasi-metric spaces such as directed spatial networks is a challenging problem.
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